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Abstract
Sparse matrix computations are among the most important computational patterns, commonly used in geometry processing,
physical simulation, graph algorithms, and other situations where sparse data arises. In many cases, the structure of a sparse
matrix is known a priori, but the values may change or depend on inputs to the algorithm. We propose a new methodology for
compile-time specialization of algorithms relying on mixing sparse and dense linear algebra operations, using an extension
to the widely-used open source Eigen package. In contrast to library approaches optimizing individual building blocks of a
computation (such as sparse matrix product), we generate reusable sparsity-specific implementations for a given algorithm,
utilizing vector intrinsics and reducing unnecessary scanning through matrix structures. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
our technique on a benchmark of artificial expressions to quantitatively evaluate the benefit of our approach over the state-of-
the-art library Intel MKL. To further demonstrate the practical applicability of our technique we show that our technique can
improve performance, with minimal code changes, for mesh smoothing, mesh parametrization, volumetric deformation, optical
flow, and computation of the Laplace operator.

1. Introduction

Linear algebra operations are at the foundation of most scientific
disciplines: Due to their importance, countless approaches have
been proposed to improve the performance of their implementation,
both on traditional processors and on graphical processing units. In
existing implementations, sparse linear algebra operations are han-
dled similarly to their dense counterparts: Every elementary op-
eration (such as matrix product, matrix sum, etc.) is implemented
in an individually-optimized function/kernel. Unfortunately, while
dense linear algebra kernels have many opportunities for vector-
ization and parallelization, efficiently executing their sparse linear
algebra counterparts is challenging. This is because the data struc-
tures for sparse matrices require iterating through multiple index

arrays in order to access the non-zeros elements. Doing so results
in irregular memory access that depends on the sparsity pattern of
the input/output matrices, that is, on the location of non-zero ele-
ments. Consequently, sparse kernels often lead to complex imple-
mentations that are hard to optimize.

In this paper, we propose a new computational paradigm for
generating efficient kernels for linear algebra expressions or algo-
rithms working on sparse inputs, including sparse linear algebra
and sparse matrix assembly. Our proposed approach is motivated
by two optimization opportunities that are missing from existing
implementations.

First, it is common in applications to have the sparsity pattern
of input/output matrices remain the same while the actual values of
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non-zero elements change during the computation. We can generate
an efficient implementation by specializing it to a specific sparsity
pattern of inputs/outputs. Existing implementations do not perform
such specialization. A few libraries (e.g., MKL’s 2-stage routines)
offer an option to dynamically evaluate the sparsity pattern, caching
intermediate results to reduce the runtime. However, the sparsity
pattern is only used in a limited fashion (e.g., for memory alloca-
tion) and there is no code generation and specialization.

Second, applications typically need to combine multiple oper-
ations together into linear algebra expressions (e.g., AT DA +C).
However, existing implementations use a separate kernel for each
operation, incurring the overhead of writing intermediate matrices
to main memory and reading them back later. As memory band-
width is the bottleneck resource in sparse computation, we can
achieve large performance gains by generating a kernel implemen-
tation that composes multiple operations together.

To generate sparsity-specific, composed implementations, we
unroll arbitrary linear algebra expressions (or even algorithms) into
expression trees, one for each non-zero element of the final out-
put, generate and compile a kernel for that specific expression. The
structures of the expression trees are determined by the sparsity
pattern of inputs and we specialize the generated code according to
these tree structures, resulting in unstructured, but fixed, set of op-
erations performed on dense vectors. These operations can be opti-
mized during the compilation, do not require memory allocation for
temporaries, and can be trivially parallelized over multiple threads.
With this approach, the unnecessary iteration through sparse matrix
data structures is completely eliminated, and no intermediate matri-
ces are created, reducing the problem to an unstructured, but fixed,
set of operations performed on dense vectors. Such an approach is
particularly beneficial for iterative computation, as the cost of code
generation can be amortized across multiple iterations as the spar-
sity patterns of matrices remain unchanged across iterations.

We extensively compare our CPU implementation of this ap-
proach, which we call EGGS, against the state-of-the-art commer-
cial Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) [Int12], both on single ex-
pressions (Section 4) and on complete algorithms (Section 5). We
evaluate its scaling with respect to the size of the matrices, their
sparsity, and the length/complexity of the expressions. Overall, our
prototype implementation is faster by a factor of 2× – 16× de-
pending on the specific expression, both in single and multithreaded
mode. The downside is that the setup cost to prepare the expression-
specific kernel is longer than MKL, making it competitive in appli-
cations where the same operation is evaluated multiple times with
the same sparsity structure. These applications are common in sci-
entific computing, geometry processing, and computer vision: We
showcase 4 such applications in Section 5, including geometric dis-
tortion minimization, optical flow, cotangent matrix assembly, and
smoothing. The complete source code of our reference implemen-
tation, the data used in the experiments, and scripts to reproduce
our results are available at https://github.com/txstc55/EGGS.

2. Related Work

Dense Linear Algebra Libraries & Compilers. A large num-
ber of libraries have been built for dense matrix computations for

shared memory machines [ABB∗99, WD98, GJ∗10, VDWCV11,
San10, Int12, WZZY13], both historically and in recent years due
to the proliferation of deep neural networks and their use of
dense matrix computations to perform convolutions. While many
such libraries are hand-written, automated techniques have be-
come more prevalent as the number of architectures and variants
have increased. PHiPAC [BAwCD97] pioneered the use of auto-
tuning [AKV∗14] to automatically generate and search over can-
didate implementations of linear algebra functions to find the best-
performing version, obtaining performance that matched or beat
hand-tuned vendor implementations.

Automatic parallelization and optimization of dense nested
loops, such as those found in linear algebra, motivate many
techniques used within general (non domain-specific) compil-
ers [Wol82, WL91, MCT96], including polyhedral transformation
techniques [Fea91, Fea88, IT88]. Recently, new special-purpose
compilers have arisen for dense linear and tensor algebra, due to
their use in convolutional neural networks, including compilers
for TensorFlow [ABC∗16, PMB∗19] and other dense tensor op-
erations [VZT∗18]. Build to Order BLAS [NBS∗15, BJKS09] is
a compiler for dense linear algebra that composes together user-
specified dense linear algebra operations and creates implementa-
tions using a combination of analytic modeling and empirical exe-
cution.

Sparse Linear Algebra Libraries. Compressed data structures,
including Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) and Compressed
Sparse Column (CSC) have existed for decades [TW67, McN71].
PETSc [BGMS97] is perhaps the most widely-used library for
sparse computations in scientific computing. More recently, dense
linear algebra libraries, including Eigen [GJ∗10] and MKL [Int12]
have also added sparse support, and are thus becoming increas-
ingly used for sparse computation. A sparse version of the BLAS
standard attempted to standardize the calling interfaces and func-
tionality of these libraries [DHP02] while hiding implementation
details of data structures. Like PHiPAC, the OSKI and pOSKI li-
braries [VDY05, BLYD12] pioneered the use of auto-tuning for
sparse linear algebra, but support very few computational kernels
and cannot compose them.

Sparse Linear Algebra Compilers. Early work in compiling
sparse linear algebra includes a series of papers by Bik and Wi-
jshoff [BW93, BW94] that transformed dense matrix code into
sparse matrix code. SIPR [PS99] is an intermediate representation
with a similar purpose. The key insight in Bernoulli [KPS97] was
that using the language of relational algebra could enable compil-
ers to generate efficient sparse matrix code. However, none of these
systems utilize sparsity structure to generate code tailored to par-
ticular inputs.

Polyhedral techniques have been applied to sparse linear alge-
bra [VHS15,MYC∗19,SHO18], using inspector-executor transfor-
mations, which modify the code to first use an inspector to deter-
mine parts of the matrix structure, and an executor to use the infor-
mation from the inspector to perform efficient computation. Most
related to our work, Cheshmi et al. use compile-time inspection fol-
lowed by sparsity specific code generation to create efficient im-
plementations of sparse direct solvers [CDKS18,CKSD17]. Unlike
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their work, we concentrate of generic sparse algorithms and com-
positions of linear algebra operations and maintain the interface
used by Eigen. Rodríguez and Pouchet [RP18, ASPR19] use poly-
hedral tracing to transform sparse matrix-vector multiply (SpMV)
into a series of dense affine loops and obtain nearly 30% perfor-
mance improvement despite making the code size much larger. In
contrast, we compose together operations that use sparse operands
(rather than only SpMV) and use a more naïve code generation
strategy that groups outputs by the structure of their computation
trees.

The Tensor Algebra Compiler project (taco), aims to build a
compiler for dense and sparse linear and tensor algebra that sup-
ports a large variety of sparse and dense data structures [KKC∗17,
KAKA19,CKA18]. Our approach could be integrated in taco, to al-
low it to generate sparsity-specific code. The current public version
of taco does not correctly support sparse outputs, making a direct
performance comparison impossible†.

Domain-Specific Languages for Sparse Graphics Applications.
Opt [DMZ∗17] is a domain-specific language for sparse non-linear
least-squares optimization problems, which can produce efficient
GPU code from high-level problem descriptions. Opt enables users
to produce matrix-free implementations, which avoid materializ-
ing full sparse matrices; like EGGS, such implementations do not
need to iterate through sparse structures. EGGS deals with more
general computations and can directly optimize existing code that
uses Eigen. However, it targets only CPU computation, while Opt
supports the generation of GPU kernels.

Simit [KKRK∗16] and Ebb [BSL∗16] are domain-specific lan-
guages that allow users to avoid complex indexing required to as-
semble matrices used in simulations. Programmers do not directly
perform assembly, but rather use local stencil operations that to-
gether form the (implicit or explicit) sparse matrix. EGGS deals
instead with general sparse computations, and maintains the idea
of explicit assembly while generating code that avoids unnecessary
computations.

3. Methodology

EGGS generates C++ code with vector intrinsics and parallelism for
general algorithms including linear algebra operations by overload-
ing the Eigen API. The code generation occurs in three major steps:
first, the programmer specifies an algorithm and its input (more
specifically, the sizes and sparsity structure of the input matrices)
using the Eigen API; then, EGGS executes the operations symbol-
ically; and finally, the results of symbolic execution are used to
generate optimized code. To use this code, the programmer needs
only fill the values arrays of the input matrices and vectors. The
overall algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

3.1. Symbolic Execution

EGGS implements a new datatype, SymbolicNum, which represents

† We communicated with Taco’s authors, who confirmed this shortcom-
ing in an issue on their public code repository https://github.com/
tensor-compiler/taco/issues/297.

Input: matrix operands Mi,
scalar operands c j,
expression Gin = E(M0, ..,c0, ..)
Result: generated code F

// Convert matrix/vector operands to abstract
matrices

// L is the computed set of all SymbolicNum leaves.
1 L←∅
2 foreach non-zero index i ∈ M j do
3 L← L∪{(i, j)}
4 end
// Perform overloaded operation using abstract
// inputs
// Entries of G are trees of operations
// with abstract input entries as leaves

5 G← E(M0, ...,c0, ..)
// Find unique output trees

6 T ← ∅
7 IO← ∅
8 foreach Oi ∈ G do
9 O← Oi

10 idxs← []
11 foreach lea f (i,k) ∈ O do

// Replace concrete entry with wildcard.
// lea f is a reference to the entry

12 lea f ← (i,?)
// Append index to idxs list

13 idxs← idxs :: k
14 end

// Add wildcarded output tree to T
// if it doesn’t already exist in the set

15 T ← T ∪O
// Append idxs to list that corresponds
// to the wildcarded tree

16 IO ← IO :: idxs
17 end

// Generate code
18 foreach Ti ∈ T do

// k is the number of leaves in tree Ti
// |Ii| is the number of instances of that tree

19 F ← F :: codegen_loop(Ti, IO, |Ii|, k)
20 end

Algorithm 1: Overall algorithm for compiling a sparsity-specific
kernel using EGGS.

a symbolic tree of computations: the leaves of the tree are ei-
ther constants or entries of a matrix/vector. All other nodes of the
tree represent operations such as addition and multiplication. This
datatype is used instead of the usual value types (e.g., double and
float) in Eigen.

Before performing symbolic execution, EGGS replaces the val-
ues of an input by the corresponding SymbolicNum leaf (lines 2–4
in Algorithm 1). Each SymbolicNum leaf is a tuple consisting of
the variable name from which a value was read and the location
of the value within the variable. The location is the index of the
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ROW
COL IDX
VALUES

0 1 2 4
1 0 1 2
7 6 3 9 A0 A1 A2 A3

Figure 1: Prior to symbolic execution, we transform the values ar-
ray of the CSR matrix A to contain symbolic entries corresponding
to the location in the array.

Figure 2: For C = AB with all sparse operands, we show the com-
putation trees after symbolic execution. In this example, only a sin-
gle uniquely-structured computation tree covers all outputs in C.

value: for dense vectors and matrices this is merely an offset from
the beginning. For sparse matrices, which are stored in compressed
sparse row (CSR) or column (CSC) forms, the location is an in-
dex into the values array. Figure 1 shows an example of this initial
transformation for a CSR matrix.

EGGS uses C++ operator overloading to intercept arithmetic op-
erations and perform symbolic execution. In order to minimize the
amount of memory required, EGGS stores SymbolicNum objects in
a memory pool and allows parent nodes to reference other subtrees
within the pool, instead of duplicating the subtrees.

EGGS use of C++ operator overloading allows it to piggyback
onto existing Eigen code for execution, allowing EGGS to imple-
ment symbolic execution in very few lines of code, and allowing it
to be used to accelerate existing C++ code that already uses Eigen
by simply changing the matrix template type. When the usual Eigen
functions finish execution, the result is a matrix, vector, or scalar of
SymbolicNum, which we process further to generate efficient code.
Figure 2 shows example computation trees for a sparse matrix mul-
tiplication.

3.2. Generating Efficient Code from Symbolic Results

EGGS generates a compute loop for each uniquely-structured com-
putation tree in the output structure. In this context, two trees are
equivalently-structured if they contain the same non-leaf nodes, the
number of leaves are equal, and the leaves load from the same input
arrays. If two result entries are equivalently-structured, we can use
the same compute loop in both cases, by simply changing which
entries of the input operands we use.

Identifying Uniquely-Structured Computation Trees. The pro-
cess for identifying unique computation trees is shown in lines 6–
17 of Algorithm 1. Iterating through the result array, EGGS first

void evaluate(const vector<size_t>& reordered_data_ids,
const vector<size_t>& reordered_result_pos,
const vector<vector<double>>& M,
vector<double>& result_vector){

tbb::parallel_for(size_t(0), size_t(4), size_t(2),
[&](size_t i){
__m128d v0 = {M[0][reordered_data_ids[i*2+0+0]],

M[0][reordered_data_ids[i*2+0+0+2]]};
__m128d v1 = {M[1][reordered_data_ids[i*2+0+1]],

M[1][reordered_data_ids[i*2+0+1+2]]};
__m128d v2 = _mm_mul_pd(v0, v1);
result_vector[reordered_result_pos[0+i]] = v2[0];
result_vector[reordered_result_pos[0+i+1]] = v2[1];

});
}

Figure 3: Generated parallel vectorized code for computing the
output sparse matrix C from Figure 2.

replaces each leaf of the tree with a wildcard, representing any
possible input location. After wildcard replacement, EGGS checks
whether the wildcarded tree already exists in the collection of
unique trees, and adds it if necessary. For the example in Figure 2,
only one unique computation tree is generated.

During this process, EGGS also builds an index list for each
unique tree (IO in line 16 of Algorithm 1). Since each tree has a
unique number of inputs, no additional information is required dur-
ing code generation; this index list can be used directly by consum-
ing the correct number of inputs during each call.

Generating Code. The final step outputs a single function that
computes the output sparse array. For each uniquely-structured tree,
EGGS generates a loop nest (lines 18–20) that computes the output
entries corresponding to that tree.

We rely on the compiler to pack inputs into vectors and to gener-
ate efficient code for storing vector lanes into output memory loca-
tions (see Section 3.3 for discussion). Producing the actual compu-
tation is straightforward: the code generator walks the wildcarded
symbolic computation tree, generating vectorized intrinsics per op-
eration. Figure 3 shows an example generated loop for the compu-
tation tree from Figure 2.

As shown in lines 18–20 of Algorithm 1, when EGGS gener-
ates code, it groups outputs by their unique computation tree; that
is, first all outputs with the first unique computation tree are com-
puted, followed by outputs using the second unique tree, and so
on. Within each loop nest for a specific computation tree, the out-
puts are grouped into vector-width-sized outputs per loop iteration,
in order to utilize vectorized computation code. Parallelism across
cores is introduced by using the Intel TBB [Phe08] library to paral-
lelize the per-tree compute loops. Thus, the generated code utilizes
both parallel execution and vectorization, without requiring any ad-
ditional effort from the user of our system.

Avoiding Redundant Computation. In some cases, multiple out-
puts may store the exact same value: two outputs may share not
just the structure of the computation tree, but also include the same
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leaf nodes. To avoid this redundant work, we pre-filter the set of
outputs to store the same computed value in multiple locations. A
more aggressive version could avoid even redundantly computing
sub-trees, but in our current version we only avoid redundant com-
putation if two trees are entirely equivalent.

Compressed Index Arrays. In addition to the output sparse val-
ues array, to generate a usable sparse CSR matrix EGGS must also
produce the row start and column index arrays (or the column start
and row index arrays if producing CSC output). Since these are al-
ready computed by Eigen when generating the code, EGGS embeds
them into the generated code directly.

3.3. Limitations

Fundamentally, EGGS does not support data-dependent operations,
such as those that arise in direct solvers for pivoting and other
operations. As a result, EGGS does not currently support Eigen’s
sparse solvers, which generally rely on values in the matrices for
making decisions such as pivoting. Instead, we expect most users
will use EGGS to generate sparsity-specific code for constructing
inputs to solvers, and to build code that operates on the solution
returned. Sparsity-specific approaches to solvers, such as those in
ParSy [CKSD17, CDKS18], are complementary to EGGS and can
be applied where they lead to speedup. As we show in Section 4,
EGGS maintains interoperability with existing Eigen solvers.

In the current implementation, we have not aggressively opti-
mized the memory usage: a single node in the tree requires approx-
imately 56 bytes, and each entry in the output is a tree made up of
multiple nodes in a global list. Furthermore, increasing the num-
ber of operands in the original expression makes it more likely that
each output tree is larger, resulting in large memory consumption
at compile time. While this limitation only affects the precomputa-
tion phase (the generated code is oblivious to the memory required
during its generation), it makes our system unable to generate code
for long expressions.

Relying on the compiler to produce efficient vector packing/un-
packing code may result in lower performance than if we generated
code with more efficient loads when the input locations are contigu-
ous. An alternative implementation would generate packed stores
directly; in order to do so, the computation trees for each of the
output locations in a vector must match as well as be contiguous.
We leave such an implementation for future work.

4. Results

We implemented our system as a C++ code generator, which
only requires using SymbolicNum as the basic numeric type of
Eigen. With this change, our system generates, compiles, and exe-
cutes an efficient kernel on-the-fly using the Clang compiler. Most
arithmetic operations are supported and, in particular, we support
sparse Eigen expressions as input, allowing us to generate highly-
optimized kernels for algorithms working on sparse matrices.

We use two sets of tests in order to evaluate the performance
of our approach. In Section 4.1, we compare our method on core
sparse matrix expressions supported by both Eigen and MKL,

showing that our method compares favorably to state of the art li-
braries. For all our core routines we use MKL two-stage computa-
tions; that is, the sparsity of the result of the operation is precom-
puted in a first stage (which we do not count in our measurements),
while the result is computed in a second stage. We remark that this
strategy, while similar to ours, can only be done for simple expres-
sions in MKL and is done at runtime. We then experiment with
compound expressions (Section 4.2) which are naturally supported
by our approach, while requiring combinations of basic operations
when using other libraries. Finally, we discuss integrating our algo-
rithm into practical applications in Section 5.

We run our experiments on a workstation with two 10-core In-
tel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2660 v3 CPUs @ 2.60GHz with 128GB of
memory and 50GB of swap space, running Linux kernel version
4.12.0 and Clang version 7.0.1-8. We compare both serial and par-
allel performance (limiting to 8 threads, which is the point of satu-
ration, after which adding more cores no longer increases perfor-
mance). To foster applicability of our approach and support the
replicability of our results, we include our reference implementa-
tion and a script to reproduce all results in the paper as part of the
supplemental material.

4.1. Core Routines

We perform a series of experiments using basic operations involv-
ing sparse matrix operands with sparse matrix outputs:

AB, AT DA, and AT A, (1)

where A,B are sparse matrices and D is a diagonal matrix.

For every test we generate a set of random input matrices, with 5
and 15 non-zero entries per row on average. In Figure 4 we compare
the speedup of our method with respect to both Eigen and MKL as
we change the size of the matrix and its density, while keeping the
number of non-zero entries per row constant. Both the number and
the positions of the non-zero entries are synthetic and targeted for
benchmarking purposes; we study EGGS’ performance on real ma-
trices in Section 5. The advantage of our method grows with ma-
trix size but is reduced as density increases. Speedup over Eigen is
massive even with EGGS in single-threaded mode (between 10× to
40×), and the speedup over the heavily-optimized MKL library (ig-
noring precomputation time for both EGGS and MKL) is between
3.5× (AB with 15 non-zeros per row for each input, 1M rows) and
15× (5 non-zero per row per input, 1M rows, for AT A) for sizes
and densities common in geometry processing applications. Par-
allelization further reduces running times (as shown in Figure 5),
providing an even larger advantage for our approach.

Figure 6 shows the time EGGS requires for precomputation, in-
cluding symbolic execution, code generation, and compilation. The
detailed preprocessing timings for all the experiments in the pa-
per are provided in Appendix A. This overhead demonstrates that
EGGS is suitable for operations that will be executed numerous
times, as the overhead is non-trivial. In Table 1 we collect all the
raw timings for AT A.
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Figure 4: Speedup of our method for increasingly large matrices
compared with Eigen and MKL for the expressions in (1) for 5 (top)
and 15 (bottom) non-zero entries per row. We show single and 8
threads speedups.
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Figure 5: Scaling results of our method compared with MKL for a
matrix 106 ×106 and 5 (top) and 15 (bottom) non-zeros per row.
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Figure 6: Time needed to perform symbolic execution, code gener-
ation, and compilation of the kernel generated by our method, for
5 (top) and 15 (bottom) non-zeros per row.

ROWS 102 103 104 105 106

EIGEN ST 6.37e-2 1.42e0 3.11e1 5.94e2 1.29e4
MKL ST 2.50e-2 2.83e-1 4.15e0 4.78e1 1.84e3
MKL MT 3.02e-2 8.51e-2 8.93e-1 1.30e1 4.84e2
OURS PC 3.92e3 4.99e3 5.87e3 1.24e4 7.23e4
OURS ST 2.20e-3 4.29e-2 7.44e-1 1.62e1 3.35e2
OURS MT 4.77e-2 1.10e-1 2.84e-1 2.26e0 3.83e1

ROWS 102 103 104 105 106

EIGEN ST 3.38e-1 1.06e1 3.87e2 5.26e3 1.35e5
MKL ST 1.19e-1 1.63e0 1.92e1 3.50e2 8.10e3
MKL MT 4.74e-2 3.09e-1 4.23e0 7.66e1 1.67e3
OURS PC 1.01e4 1.37e4 1.94e4 6.60e4 5.26e5
OURS ST 2.09e-2 4.41e-1 8.38e0 1.20e2 1.94e3
OURS MT 1.15e-1 2.63e-1 1.35e0 1.56e1 2.38e2

Table 1: Timings in ms for AT A for 5 (top) and 15 (bottom) non-
zeros per row. By ST and MT we denote multi- and single-thread
performance and PC stands for precompute.

4.2. Composite Expressions

We study the relative performance of our method, MKL, and Eigen
on three composite expressions:

(αA+B)T (βBT +C), ABC, and (A+B)(A+B+C), (2)

where A, B, and C are sparse matrices; α, β are scalars; and all out-
puts are sparse matrices. Figure 7 shows the speedup of our method.
Our current subtree elimination is unable to reuse common subex-
pressions, thus leading to more operations than what other libraries
perform, since those libraries can reuse intermediate results. De-
spite this, our method is still faster. We expect that the performance
for these expressions could be further improved by adding a more
aggressive policy for common subexpression elimination, which is
an interesting direction for future work (see Section 6).
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Figure 7: Speedup of our method for increasingly large matrices
compared with Eigen and MKL for the expressions in (2) for 5 (top)
and 15 (bottom) non-zero entries per row. We show single and 8
threads speedups.

5. Applications

Integrating our technique in existing applications that already use
Eigen only requires minimal code changes. To demonstrate achiev-
able speedups in real applications, we selected a few open-source
applications and used our system to replace existing Eigen code
with optimized kernels. For all these applications, the only re-
quired change was to switch the numerical type from double to
SymbolicNum, in addition to the software engineering required
to interface our system with the codes. The source for all these
applications is available at https://github.com/txstc55/EGGS.
Note that, for fairness, we use the optimized Pardiso solver
[DCDBK∗16, VCKS17, KFS18] wrapper in Eigen for all linear
solves. In this section, we report the speedup with respect to the
end-to-end algorithm, including the parts that are not optimized by
our method, to provide a fair evaluation of the benefits that users
adopting our system can expect. In all these applications, the ratio
between matrix preparation (which we accelerate) and the linear
solve heavily depends on the problem size: the larger the problem,
the more dominant the solve time will be since it scales superlin-
early, while the matrix preparation scales linearly. In our experi-
ments, we show that the overall speedup is significant for problem
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Figure 8: Cutoff of the run time of computing a parameterization
of a mesh with SLIM.

sizes that are common in the respective applications. The detailed
preprocessing timings are provided in Appendix A.

5.1. Geometric Distortion Minimization

Many geometry processing algorithm are based on the minimiza-
tion of energies measuring the geometric distortion of a 2D or 3D
simplicial mesh. We integrated our algorithm in the SLIM frame-
work [RPPSH17] available in the libigl library [JP∗18]. SLIM is a
recent approach to minimize geometric distortion energies which
relies on a proxy function to approximate the Hessian of the dis-
tortion energies. We anecdotally compare the difference of per-
formance on two of the standard examples included in libigl (2D
parametrization and 3D mesh deformation), by using our technique
to generate an optimized kernel for the expression AT DA+B in the
inner loop of the optimization.

2D Parametrization. Parameterization is a common task in com-
puter graphics; the goal is to bijectively “flatten” a disk-like mesh
to the plane while reducing distortion. By optimizing the inner loop
of the optimization with our technique, we gain a 3× speedup on
the runtime of the whole algorithm, as shown in Figure 8. We note
that the algorithm also requires a linear solve, which, in the orig-
inal Eigen/MKL implementation, is not the bottleneck. After our
technique the time for assembly and non-solve computations are
drastically reduced, making the actual solve become the slowest
part of the algorithm.

3D Mesh Deformation. Animations and posing of characters of-
ten relies on handle-based mesh deformation: as the user moves
around a set of anchors, an algorithm deforms the mesh by min-
imizing a physicaly-based distortion energy. By using our system
to optimize the inner optimization loop, the end-to-end speedup is
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Figure 9: Cutoff of the run time of computing mesh deformation.

2.67× and 5× when applied to meshes with 10 240 triangles and
48 000 triangles respectively, compared to the original Eigen-based
implementation (Figure 9). Note that this applications is usually in-
teractive, and our speedup allows a single iteration to complete in
0.36 seconds instead of 1.8 seconds, reducing the time the user has
to wait to see a preview of the deformation.

5.2. Optical Flow

Optical flow [HS81] is a common algorithm used in many com-
puter vision tasks. It computes a displacement field that maps the
pixels of one frame to the next. While real-time implementations
are possible using a GPU kernel, in this section we analyze per-
formance running on a CPU, since we leave the extension of our
system to GPUs as a future work. The algorithm involves comput-
ing three differential operators Ex, Ey, and Et which depend on the
brightness Ei, j,k of a pixel i, j for frame k. The operators are ap-
proximations of the brightness derivative with respect to x, y (pixel
position) and t (frame in the video). Then, using these operators
and a user-parameter smoothness control α, it solves a non-linear
system of the form

(α2 +E2
x )u

i+1ExEyv = (α2ui −ExEt)

(α2 +E2
y )v

i+1ExEyu = (α2vi −EyEt),

which can be rewritten as Exi+1 = α2xi − b. We use our method
to compute a kernel that takes a pair of images and computes the
sparse matrix E and right-hand side directly (Figure 10). For this
application, since the operators act on a regular grid (i.e., the pixels
of an image), the linear solve dominates the timings, leading to only
1.1× speedup for the full application. Note that an improvement
of 10% is still relevant for such an application, especially if the
algorithm is used to process long video sequences. If we ignore the
solve time, and consider only the computations, our method is 5×
faster than the Eigen implementation.

We note that, even if in theory for every pair of images one would
require one assembly and several solves (i.e., until the iterative pro-
cess xi+1 converges), in practice the iterations are initialized with
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Figure 10: Runtime of optical flow for our algorithm on a small
and large image.
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Figure 11: Time for assembling the cotangent matrix with libigl,
PMP, and using our approach to accelerate the libigl version.

the solution from the previous pair, thus requiring only one iteration
(and one solve) per step.

5.3. Cotangent Matrix Assembly

Our method provides benefits even for algorithms generating sparse
matrices, such as the assembly of the classical cotangent Lapla-
cian matrix (Figure 11). Our method automatically converts the li-
bigl [JP∗18] “cotmatrix” function, which takes as an input the ver-
tices and connectivity of a mesh and returns its cotangent Laplacian
matrix, with a fully optimized kernel. Our method provides a 4×
speedup on a large mesh and 2× on a smaller mesh. Note that the
runtime of automatically using our method on the naïve libigl im-
plementation is slightly higher than the hand-optimized assembly
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Figure 12: Cutoff of the runtime of implicit Laplacian smoothing.

in PMP [SB20] (5ms vs 2.65ms for the small mesh and 20ms vs
13ms for the large one).

5.4. Smoothing

Implicit bi-Laplacian smoothing [KCVS98, DMSB99] is ubiqui-
tous in geometry processing to remove high-frequency noise from
surface meshes. The algorithm removes noise iteratively by solving
the following linear system:

(LT ML+wM)p′ = wMp,

where p are the current vertices, p′ are the unknown smoothed ver-
tices, M is the lumped mass matrix, L is the area-weighted cotan-
gent Laplacian (L = M−1Lw with Lw the cotangent matrix), and w
is a user-controlled parameter deciding the strength of the filter. We
use our method to replace the computation of LT ML+wM, which
changes at every iteration. With a classical Eigen implementation,
the assembly of the linear system matrix has a comparable cost as
the linear system solve, while with our method (and MKL) the bot-
tle neck is the linear solve. EGGS obtains a 2× end-to-end speedup
(1.1× compared to MKL) for a small mesh and 2.2× (1.2× versus
MKL) for a large mesh. If we count only the optimized computa-
tion (i.e., the actual computation of the operator without solve) our
method is 68× and 6.3× faster on average than Eigen and MKL
respectively on the large mesh (Figure 12).

6. Concluding Remarks

We introduced a new paradigm and algorithm to automatically gen-
erate parallel vectorized kernels for algorithms involving sparse
matrix and vector operations, and demonstrated that it can surpass
the performance of commercial libraries on sparse linear algebra
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Figure 13: Additional manual optimizations (EGGS + MO) can
further reduce the running time.

operations and that it provides practical speedups on geometry pro-
cessing algorithms.

There are three major opportunities to further improve the bene-
fits of this approach: (1) the code generation step could be extended
to target the generation of parallel GPU kernels, thus providing an
automated way to convert existing geometry processing algorithms
to exploit the high parallelism of GPUs; (2) tree construction could
be improved by finding common subexpressions and adding sup-
port for intermediate value computations; and (3) the memory and
runtime could be further optimized to enable processing expres-
sions with many more operands or even dense matrices. Prelimi-
nary experiments for (2) show (Figure 13) that, by manually find-
ing common subexpressions for the case of the cotangent matrix as-
sembly, it would be possible to further speed up the code by a factor
of 4×, becoming faster than the hand-optimized library PMP.

To foster replicability of our results and adoption of our al-
gorithm by the community, we have released the reference im-
plementation of our algorithm and code for all the showcased
applications as an open-source project at https://github.com/
txstc55/EGGS. We hope that the community will integrate this
solution into existing libraries based on Eigen, such as spec-
tra [Qiu20], PolyFEM [SDG∗19], and libigl [JP∗18], or to other
programming languages targeting sparse computation [KKRK∗16,
KKC∗17].
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Appendix A: Additional Statistics

We provide in Table 2 detailed statistics on EGGS preprocessing
time and size of the generated binaries for all the experiments in the

Name NNZ Rows SE (ms) CG (ms) CC (ms) Size MKL (ms)

AB 5 102 1.269 2.029 2317.67 313K 24.803
AB 5 103 17.409 11.881 2223.02 308K 4.944
AB 5 104 186.002 112.479 1935.62 307K 5.152
AB 5 105 2839.94 1347.51 1950.49 307K 34.835
AB 5 106 34622.4 14472.4 1957.61 307K 271.076
ATDA 5 102 3.828 8.017 4585.26 352K 31.555
ATDA 5 103 36.904 24.464 6138.41 365K 4.687
ATDA 5 104 464.985 150.737 6829.11 370K 8.584
ATDA 5 105 5308.46 1939.52 8845.97 395K 43.899
ATDA 5 106 59186.3 20757.5 9957.09 400K 713.861
ATA 5 102 2.941 5.066 4000.36 348K 23.53
ATA 5 103 31.404 15.538 5045.37 361K 4.248
ATA 5 104 355.607 99.213 5505.74 366K 6.377
ATA 5 105 4404.83 1160.75 6744.52 383K 35.301
ATA 5 106 49235 14634.7 7368.92 388K 413.234
AB 15 102 6.897 15.154 4023.42 348k 20.658
AB 15 103 112.489 119.418 2577.31 315K 4.409
AB 15 104 1704.82 1201.37 2398.06 313K 8.512
AB 15 105 19605.3 12002.8 2261.46 308K 66.684
AB 15 106 237432 136062 3324.36 308K 1432.21
ATDA 15 102 22.841 81.828 14547.7 436K 24.22
ATDA 15 103 280.794 227.213 21200.9 470K 4.831
ATDA 15 104 3535.24 1767.95 24607.4 485K 12.227
ATDA 15 105 38018.8 18244.4 32191.2 527K 132.73
ATDA 15 106 432281 197296 39394.1 560K 2661.51
ATA 15 102 21.237 42.591 10856.7 416K 21.62
ATA 15 103 234.147 127.418 14032 442K 4.692
ATA 15 104 3100.96 1005.24 16008 457K 9.564
ATA 15 105 34018.2 12873.5 20364.6 491K 113.682
ATA 15 106 363015 134313 23440.8 512K 1532.9

Name NNZ Rows SE (ms) CG (ms) CC (ms) Size MKL (ms)

COMP1 5 103 132.213 215.542 29867.5 766K 0.812
COMP1 5 104 1492.24 1235.22 11230.6 463K 3.915
COMP1 5 105 16618.4 13216.1 7226.39 398K 50.539
COMP2 5 103 139.362 103.94 5074.85 373K 24.012
COMP2 5 104 1959.66 1061.75 3159.91 328K 15.275
COMP2 5 105 21366.6 11054.4 2828.13 321K 47.928
COMP3 5 103 199.822 1314.45 89446.5 1.8M 20.944
COMP3 5 104 2466.83 2009.59 27896.1 736K 5.42
COMP3 5 105 26054.3 21829 13611.9 321K 47.992
COMP1 15 103 712.933 97926 613082 11M 2.023
COMP1 15 104 10319.9 49890.3 74354.1 1.7M 11.956
COMP1 15 105 124195 246783 32619.3 820K 210.089
COMP2 15 103 2928.32 767785 1208650 15M 28.635
COMP2 15 104 48309 66660.7 17318.4 587K 50.592
COMP2 15 105 698976 615200 8086.12 380K 478.521
COMP3 15 103 1243.17 3128920 10186400 59M 24.389
COMP3 15 104 18157.8 295109 347103 6.0M 11.842
COMP3 15 105 211191 854873 103518 2.0M 153.984

Name NNZ Rows SE (ms) CG (ms) CC (ms) Size MKL (ms)
SLIM1 M1 13 51810 9667.16 4898.7 25293.6 449K 53.139
SLIM1 M2 13 827778 155741 74344 25304.7 449K 1076.34
SLIM2 13 10402 1725.43 706.084 7436.72 354K 11.287
SLIM3 41 27783 63873 41503.9 44648.2 560K 194.368
SMOOTH1 20 10160 718.669 271.362 6893.55 381K 19.341
SMOOTH2 20 43243 3369.61 1208.18 6309.26 376K 35.101
FLOW1 1.5 80000 NA 1017.848 7688.23 667K NA
FLOW2 1.5 614400 NA 8122.62 6844.6 667K NA
COTMAT1 7 10160 NA 54826.6 309960 1.9M NA
COTMAT2 6 43243 NA 96318.8 240015 1.5M NA

Table 2: Additional statistics. From left to right: name of the ex-
periment, average number of non zeros per row (NNZ), number
of rows, symbolic execution time (SE), code generation time (CG),
compilation time (CC), size of the generated binary, MKL prepara-
tion time.

paper. We also report the corresponding preparation time for MKL.
The table is divided into 3 parts: simple expressions (Section 4.1),
composite expressions (Section 4.2), and applications (Section 5).
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